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Good morning.

It’s really my pleasure to be here today and I hope you enjoy this brief summary of 
the work we are doing on the Niagara River.
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To begin with, I thought I would show you this satellite shot from NASA which provides a 
great overview of the Niagara River and the surrounding area.  For reference, WE are here 
(animation) overlooking the most famous section of the river...the new CASINO...just 
kidding...of course I’m talking about Niagara Falls!
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Background

•• Created by Wisconsin Created by Wisconsin glaciationglaciation, about 10,000 years ago, about 10,000 years ago

•• Approximately 56 km (35 mi) longApproximately 56 km (35 mi) long

•• Peak season flow ~ 5,720 mPeak season flow ~ 5,720 m³³/s (200,000 ft/s (200,000 ft33 /s )/s )

•• Total drainage area ~ 684,000 sq km (264,000 sq mi) Total drainage area ~ 684,000 sq km (264,000 sq mi) 

•• Empties approx. 2/5Empties approx. 2/5thsths of  the fresh water in North Americaof the fresh water in North America

•• Currently divert 50% Currently divert 50% -- 75% of flow for power generation75% of flow for power generation

As you are all well aware, the Niagara River has been here for a long time.  It was here in 
1858 when couples like this didn’t have to worry about those pesky safety rails cluttering up 
their view of the falls and it was here about 10,000 years ago when the retreating ice of the 
Wisconsin glaciation carved out the Niagara River valley along with the rest of the Laurentian 
Great Lakes.

In terms of background statistics...

The river itself is just over 50km long and drops approximately 100 metres between Lake Erie 
and Lake Ontario

Peak season discharge approaching the falls is almost 6000 m3/s.

And the total drainage area for the Niagara River is just over 680 thousand square kilometres,

In fact, the Niagara empties approximately 2/5ths of the fresh water in North America.

Now, having said that, what goes INTO the Niagara River doesn’t necessarily wind up in Lake 
Ontario RIGHT AWAY!

Discovery of the river’s enormous potential as a source of hydro electric power at the turn of 
the 19th century eventually lead to significant water diversions and now anywhere from 50 –
75% of the flow is diverted for hydro generation.
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Historical Context
•• 1950s: IJC reports on pollution problems1950s: IJC reports on pollution problems

•• 1973: IJC designates Niagara River as 1973: IJC designates Niagara River as ““Problem AreaProblem Area””

•• Late 1970s: Love CanalLate 1970s: Love Canal

•• 1980 & 1981: Canada/Ontario Review Board Baseline Reports 1980 & 1981: Canada/Ontario Review Board Baseline Reports 
summarize environmental conditions in the Niagara Riversummarize environmental conditions in the Niagara River

•• 1981: IJC Special Report on Pollution of the Niagara River 1981: IJC Special Report on Pollution of the Niagara River 

•• 1981 1981 –– 1983: Niagara River Toxics Committee report1983: Niagara River Toxics Committee report

•• 1987: Niagara River Declaration of Intent 1987: Niagara River Declaration of Intent -- NRTMPNRTMP

•• 1996: 1996: ““Letter of SupportLetter of Support””

Proximity to this source of power lead to the rapid industrialization of the area which, in turn, 
lead to rather severe environmental problems.

(animation) In the 1950s, The International Joint Commission identified a number of 
contamination issues and designated (animation) the River as a “Problem Area” ( or what 
is now formally known as an “Area of Concern”).

In the wake of (animation) Love Canal and the release of two major reports in the early 
1980s, Environment Canada, The US Environmental Protection Agency, the Ontario 
Ministry of the Environment and the New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation came together as “the 4 Parties” and spent two years developing the 
Niagara River Toxics Committee report (animation).

This report ultimately formed the basis for the signing of the Niagara River Declaration of 
Intent (animation) which, in combination with a formal Work Plan, constituted the Niagara 
River Toxics Management Plan.

The overall objective of this document - the NRTMP - was to “achieve significant reductions 
of toxic chemical pollutants in the Niagara River”

Leading up to the 10 year anniversary of the NRTMP, representatives from the “4 Parties”
signed (animation) an official “Letter of Support” which established new milestones for 
measuring progress and renewed their commitment to a number of key items - including 
monitoring
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Programs
•• 3 main components:3 main components:

–– Upstream/DownstreamUpstream/Downstream
•• Water and  suspended sedi men tWater and  suspended sedi men t

–– BiomonitoringBiomonitoring
•• Mussels and fishMussels and fish

–– Tributary screening & Tributary screening & trackdowntrackdown
•• Sedi ment  investiga tions  in tribu tariesSedi ment  investiga tions  in tribu taries

•• Additional components:Additional components:
–– Point & NonPoint & Non--point Sourcespoint Sources

•• Landfills , Landfills , ST PsST Ps,  HW S,  HW S

In order to meet these monitoring commitments, the Four Parties established three primary 
programs:

Upstream/Downstream monitoring which utilizes fixed sampling stations at each end of the 
river where dissolved and particulate phase samples are collected bi-weekly and analyzed 
for over 100 compounds including organics, trace metals, nutrients and major ions.

Biomonitoring which allow us to assess localized contamination and substantiate results from 
the Upstream/Downstream program.

And finally Tributary Screening and Trackdown which are sediment investigations in various 
tributaries that help identify local contaminant sources.

(animation)  In addition to these three programs, monitoring is also conducted by Federal, 
State and Provincial agencies on both point and non-point sources such as Landfills, 
Sewage Treatment Plants, and Hazardous waste sites.
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Objectives
•• Establish the existence and relative concentrations of Establish the existence and relative concentrations of 

contaminantscontaminants

•• Distinguish between Niagara Rive r contaminant sources Distinguish between Niagara Rive r contaminant sources 
and upstream sources and upstream sources 

•• Identify Identify exceede ncesexceede nces to existing criteriato existing criteria

•• Examine long term t rendsExamine long term t rends

•• Quantify loadings to La ke OntarioQuantify loadings to La ke Ontario

•• Measure concentrations in fish, mussels and other wildlifeMeasure concentrations in fish, mussels and other wildlife

The primary objectives for these monitoring programs are to:

• Establish the existence and relative concentrations of contaminants
• Distinguish between Niagara River contaminant sources and those upstream
• And to identify exceedences to existing criteria

However, because of the way these programs are run, (animation) they also provide us with 
an opportunity to examine long term trends which, in turn, provide us with a coarse measure 
of improvements over time.

The (animation) Upstream/Downstream program also allows us to quantify loadings to Lake 
Ontario and the Biomonitoring programs measure the amount of toxic contaminants that are 
accumulated in fish, mussels, and other wildlife.
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1,31,3--D ic hlor ob enz en eD ic hlor ob enz en e 1,41,4--D ic hlor ob enz en eD ic hlor ob enz en e 1,21,2--D ic hlor ob enz en eD ic hlor ob enz en e
1,3,51,3,5 --Tr i chl oro be nze neTri chl oro be nze ne 1,2,41,2,4 --Tr i chl oro be nze neTri chl oro be nze ne 1,2,31,2,3 --Tr i chl oro be nze neTri chl oro be nze ne
1,2,3 ,41,2,3 ,4-- Te trac hl orob en ze neTe trac hl orob en ze ne Pent ac hlor ob enz en ePent ac hlor ob enz en e Hexa chl oro be nze neHexa chl oro be nze ne
Hexa chl oro bu ta die neHexa chl oro bu ta die ne Hexa chl oro cyc lo pet ad ie neHexa chl oro cyc lo pet ad ie ne Hept ac hl orHept ac hl or
Aldr inAldr in Octa ch loro sy tren eOcta ch loro sy tren e p,pp,p ’’--DDEDDE
p,pp,p ’’--DDDDDD o,po,p ’’--DD TDD T p,pp,p ’’--DD TDD T
DDT To talDDT To tal Phot omirexPhot omirex MirexMirex
αα--BHCBHC γγ--BHCBHC Hept ac hl or  Hept ac hl or  Ep oxi deEp oxi de
To tal C hl orda neTo tal C hl orda ne αα--E nd os ulf anE nd os ulf an ββ --Endo su lfa nEndo su lfa n
Dieldr i nDieldr i n Endri nEndri n Endri nEndri nAl de hy deAl de hy de
Met h oxy chl orMet h oxy chl or TCPCBTCPCB 22--M et hyl Na ph tha le neM et hyl Na ph tha le ne
11--M et hyl Na ph tha le neM et hyl Na ph tha le ne Nap ht hal en eNap ht hal en e Acen ap ht hy le neAcen ap ht hy le ne
Flu ore neFlu ore ne Phen an thre nePhen an thre ne Ant hrace neAnt hrace ne
BetaBeta --Ch loro na p ht hale neCh loro na p ht hale ne Atrazin eAtrazin e Met ola ch lorMet ola ch lor
Flu ora nt he neFlu ora nt he ne PyrenePyrene Benz (a) an thra ce neBenz (a) an thra ce ne
Chryse ne /Chryse ne /Tr i ph en yle neTri ph en yle ne Benz o( b+ k)f lu ora nt hen eBenz o( b+ k)f lu ora nt hen e Benz o( a) pyre neBenz o( a) pyre ne
Ind en o( 1,2, 3Ind en o( 1,2, 3-- c,d )p yren ec,d )p yren e Dibe nz o(a ,h )a nt hrace neDibe nz o(a ,h )a nt hrace ne Benz o( g, h,i) pery le neBenz o( g, h,i) pery le ne
Alumin umAlumin um Antim on yAntim on y Arseni cArseni c
BariumBarium Boro nBoro n Berylli umBerylli um
Cadmi umCadmi um Cob altCob alt Chromi umChromi um
Cop perCop per Galli umGalli um La nt ha numLa nt ha num
IronIron Lit hi umLit hi um Ma nga ne seMa nga ne se
Mol yb de numMol yb de num Nicke lNicke l Lea dLea d
Rubi di umRubi di um Selen iumSelen ium SilverSilver
Stron tiumStron tium Tell ur iumTell ur ium Urani umUrani um
Vana di umVana di um Zin cZin c Merc uryMerc ury

Now, in that suite of over 100 analytes I just mentioned, the Upstream/Downstream program 
focuses on 78 organics and trace metals which are shown in this table.

After more than 20 years of running the program, we can generally classify this list by those 
that exceed the strictest agency criteria and those that do not. Ideally, we’d like to tell you 
that none of the 78 compounds exceed their criteria...I would be out of a job of course, but 
some might say that’s a small price to pay for such a huge success!
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HexachlorobenzeneHexachlorobenzene

p,pp,p’’--DDEDDE
p,pp,p’’--DDTDDT

DDT TotalDDT Total MirexMirex

Total ChlordaneTotal Chlordane
DieldrinDieldrin

TCPCBTCPCB

Benz(a)anthraceneBenz(a)anthracene
Chrysene/Chrysene/TriphenyleneTriphenylene Benzo(b+k)fluorantheneBenzo(b+k)fluoranthene Benzo(a)pyreneBenzo(a)pyrene
Indeno(1,2,3Indeno(1,2,3--c,d)pyrenec,d)pyrene Benzo(g,h,i)peryleneBenzo(g,h,i)perylene
AluminumAluminum

IronIron

MercuryMercury

Unfortunately, we are not there YET; however, results from our most recent four years of 
verified data (the 2001-2002 fiscal year to 2004-2005) indicate that only 17 of those 78 
compounds exceeded their most stringent water quality criteria
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HexachlorobenzeneHexachlorobenzene

MirexMirex

Chrysene/Chrysene/TriphenyleneTriphenylene Benzo(a)pyreneBenzo(a)pyrene

IronIron

Furthermore, 5 of those compounds (Chrysene/Triphenylene, Iron, Hexachlorobenzene, 
Mirex, and Benzo(a)pyrene) only exceed at the downstream station – Niagara-on-the-Lake -
which is a strong indication of localized contaminant sources.

If we turn our attention to one of these compounds (animation), the banned fungicide 
Hexchlorobenzene, we can see some characteristics that are fairly common to a number of 
Niagara River contaminants.
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60% 77%

So here we have the long term, mean annual Hexachlorobenzene trends from the 
Upstream/Downstream program.

The upstream station, Fort Erie – “FE” – is shown in green...Niagara-on-the-Lake – “NOTL” –
in blue and the red line indicates the strictest agency water quality criteria for 
Hexachlorobenzene which was established at 0.03 ng/L by the New York State DEC.

As I mentioned earlier, the Upstream/Downstream program collects both “dissolved phase”
and “particulate phase” concentrations and here the “RWW” refers to the “Recombined 
Whole Water Concentration”...the TOTAL concentration of Hexachlorobenzene in both 
phases.

Cleary, concentrations of this compound have declined at both stations since 
1986...(animation)...

And a 60% reduction at Fort Erie has brought upstream concentrations below the guideline; 
however, the declining trend at both stations seem to be leveling off and, what’s more, we 
continue to see exceedances at Niagara On The Lake despite the fact that concentrations 
have dropped by more than 75%.
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110% 85%

Like Hexachlorobenzene, concentrations of Benzo(a)pyrene are slightly higher at Niagara On 
The Lake indicating localized sources and are exceeding the New York State DEC criteria of 
1.2 ng/L but, in this case (animation), we see a general INCREASING trend at both stations 
– with concentrations up anywhere from 85% at Niagara On The Lake to slightly more than 
100% at Fort Erie between 1986 and 2005.

Of course, this isn’t TOO surprising given the fact that Benzo(a)pyrene is a PAH, a polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbon, a class of compounds generally produced from the combustion of 
things like wood, coal, and gas.  With more and more people living in the area, driving their 
vehicles, heating their homes, etc. it stands to reason that we are going to see this type of 
trend in Benzo(a)pyrene and similar compounds.

Given these sources and the increasing trends in population and fuel consumption presented 
by Mary Thorburn in yesterday’s plenary session, it appears there may be significant 
challenges to managing compounds like the PAHs.

That’s not to say it can’t be done; however.
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75% 73%

If we look at Dieldrin – a common pesticide that was banned for most uses by the US EPA in 1974, and then 
totally banned in 1987 – we see evidence of the direct impact of management decisions on concentrations 
in the Niagara River.

In this case, upstream and downstream concentrations are virtually identical over the period of record which 
indicates that this compound is coming from upstream or basin wide sources rather than within the Niagara 
River itself and while concentrations are still  above the New York DEC criteria, the difference here is that 
they already exceed when entering the river.

This, combined with the fact that the declining trends appear to be leveling off in the last 5 to 7 years suggests 
that further reductions may require a significant level of effort.

Now, as I mentioned earlier, the Upstream/Downstream program is complemented by two other PRIMARY 
monitoring programs that not only help to corroborate these types of observations, but also identify potential 
sources and indicate the presence of contaminants when concentrations are below current method 
detection limits.
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•• Contaminant sources within theContaminant sources within the
River as well as basinRiver as well as basin--widewide

•• Potential watershed sources for:Potential watershed sources for:
–– HCB, PAHs, Dioxins/FuransHCB, PAHs, Dioxins/Furans

•• Wildlife criteria Wildlife criteria exceedencesexceedences of:of:
–– PCB, DDT, PCB, DDT, MirexMirex and and PhotomirexPhotomirex
–– Most likely related to residualMost likely related to residual

sediment contaminationsediment contamination

•• Fish consumption advisories continueFish consumption advisories continue
–– Species and location specific (PCBs, Dioxins/Furans, Species and location specific (PCBs, Dioxins/Furans, MirexMirex, , 

Mercury)Mercury)

•• Total PCBs and total DDT Total PCBs and total DDT levels are declininglevels are declining

•• Mercury was detected at concentrations similar to other sites inMercury was detected at concentrations similar to other sites in
the Great Lakesthe Great Lakes

Biomonitoring

The first of these - Biomonitoring - is conducted primarily by the MOE and the New York 
State DEC through their caged mussel, Young of the Year and Sport Fish programs in 
several locations along the Niagara, several of which are show here.

(animation) Like the Upstream/Downstream program, our biomonitoring efforts seem to be 
showing sources within the Niagara River as well as basin-wide.

More specifically though, these programs have shown potential watershed sources for 
Hexachlorobenzene, PAHs, and Dioxins & Furans and we are seeing some wildlife criteria 
exceedences of PCBs, DDT, Mirex and Photomirex.

Results from the fish programs continue to produce consumption advisories for specific 
species and/or specific locations – particularly for PCBs, Dioxins & Furans, Mirex, and 
Mercury.

The good news; however, is that PCB and Mirex concentrations were very low at the 
downstream sites and evidence suggests that PCB and DDT levels are declining.

In addition, fish monitoring has shown that, while mercury is still being detected in the 
Niagara River, its relative concentration is similar to levels measured in fish samples from 
other Great Lake locations.
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Tributary Screening
•• DEC/EPA study of 4 tributaries in 2004DEC/EPA study of 4 tributaries in 2004

•• No No ““hot spotshot spots”” found that trigger immediate actionfound that trigger immediate action

•• Certain areas may deserve further attention Certain areas may deserve further attention 
–– Guideline Guideline exceedencesexceedences of PCBs, Mercury, of PCBs, Mercury, 

LindaneLindane and Zinc and Zinc 
–– Low levels and nonLow levels and non--detects validate detects validate 

effectiveness of remediationeffectiveness of remediation

•• On going monitoring by MOE and assessment by On going monitoring by MOE and assessment by 
RAP show some tributaries may no longer be RAP show some tributaries may no longer be 
sources of contaminantssources of contaminants

Similar good news is coming out of the Tributary Screening program which helps focus 
attention on local sources by examining sediment samples from specific tributaries within the 
Niagara River watershed.

(animation) The New York DEC and the US EPA led a study of on 4 Niagara River tributaries 
in 2004 and found no specific hot spots that demanded IMMEDIATE action; however, there 
were certain locations that may deserve further attention due to some guideline exceedences
of PCBs, Mercury, Lindane and Zinc.

Having said that, most samples showed relatively low levels and a number of non-detects 
which certainly illustrate the effectiveness of various remediation projects.

In fact, ongoing monitoring by the MOE and the Niagara River Remedial Action Plan indicate 
that some tributaries may no longer be contributing contaminants to the Niagara River –
Good news indeed!
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Monitoring Summary
•• Significant decreases in concentrations for most Significant decreases in concentrations for most 

compounds between 1986 and 2005compounds between 1986 and 2005

•• Some compounds still exceed strictest agency Some compounds still exceed strictest agency 
criteriacriteria

•• Local sources continue to contribute contaminants Local sources continue to contribute contaminants 
to the Niagara Riverto the Niagara River

•• Upstream and/or basinUpstream and/or basin--wide sources may be wide sources may be 
more significant f or certain chemicalsmore significant f or certain chemicals

So, as a quick summary of what we have seen from the primary Niagara River Monitoring 
Programs:

There have been significant decreases in concentrations for MOST of the compounds.

However, there are still compounds which exceed the strictest agency water quality criteria 
and many of the decreasing trends appear to be leveling off.

Evidence also suggests that local sources are still contributing to contaminant concentrations 
in the Niagara River; however, we are seeing that as sources within the watershed are being 
managed, contaminants coming from upstream or through the air are becoming more 
prominent
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•• >80% input water budget>80% input water budget
•• ~50% incoming fine grain sediment~50% incoming fine grain sediment
•• a primary source of contaminantsa primary source of contaminants

NiagaraNiagara’’s Influence On Lake Ontarios Influence On Lake Ontario

Now, when I was invited to talk about the influence of the Niagara River on contaminants in 
the nearshore, I thought it would be quite easy!

After all, we know from our work on the Upstream/Downstream Program that the  Niagara 
contributes more than 80% of the input water budget for Lake Ontario and at least 50% of 
the fine grain sediment and there is a wealth of literature that suggests the river is one of the 
primary sources of many contaminants in Lake Ontario.

Despite all of this, identifying its specific influence on contaminants in the NEARSHORE of 
Lake Ontario is a little more complex than I first imagined.
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Lake Ontario Circulation

Modified after Beletsky, et. al (1999) 

For one thing, water and sediment from the Niagara River is distributed throughout Lake 
Ontario by a relatively complex circulation.

The circulation in Lake Ontario follows a general counterclockwise motion – simple enough; 
however, that GENERAL circulation is actually complicated (animation) by a small localized 
CLOCKWISE pattern along part of the north western section of the lake.

In addition, if we zoom (animation) in for a closer look at the area around the mouth of the 
Niagara River...(slide)
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Rao & Schwab (2007)

Masse & Murthy (1990)

Lake Ontario CirculationLake Ontario CirculationLake Ontario Circulation

N

We see that things are further complicated by localized patterns.

Work by Massy and Murthy illustrates that circulation of inputs from the Niagara River can 
fluctuate anywhere between eastern (animation) and western flow in a very short time frame 
– 1 day in this case.

Part of the reason for this can be seen in the following figure (animation) which shows some 
further work by Rao and Schwab that was done on somewhat larger spatial and temporal 
scales showing measured trajectories of drifters over a period of 6 days

As you can see, inputs from the Niagara River can periodically fall under the influence of 
localized eddies that dramatically impact the distribution of water, sediment, and their 
associated contaminants.
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Niagara

Bas in

Mississauga
Basin Roches ter

Bas in

Lake Ontario Bathymetry

In concert with the general circulation, the Lake Ontario bathymetry complicates things in the 
sense that the lake bottom is basically divided into three primary depositional 
zones...(animation) the Niagara Basin, (animation) the Mississauga Basin, and (animation) 
the Rochester Basin.

As a result of the bed topography and the general counterclockwise flow; most of the fine 
grain sediment - the fraction primarily associated with higher contaminant concentrations -
generally settles out into these three deposition areas which are located in the deeper, 
calmer, offshore waters of Lake Ontario. 
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Phase Distribution

10010000MirexMirex

949466Benzo(a)pyreneBenzo(a)pyrene

00100100AtrazineAtrazine

00100100Metol achlorMetol achlor

5595951,2,3 ,41,2,3 ,4--TTC BTTC B

669494DieldrinDieldrin

101090901,2,41,2,4--TC BTC B

% in  part icu late % in  part icu late 
phasephase

% in  d isso lved  % in  d isso lved  
phasephase

CompoundCompound

Another complicating factor is the physical properties of the contaminants themselves.

What most of you probably know is that SOME compounds tend to partition preferentially 
into one phase or the other.

For example, in the Niagara River, Mirex and Benzo(a)pyrene (animation) are found almost 
exclusively in the sediment phase while others (animation) such as Atrazine and Metolachlor
are found ONLY in the dissolved phase.

As you might expect, the distribution of these compounds within Lake Ontario is influenced 
by the fact that these phases are impacted differently by both local and lakewide circulation 
and bathymetry!
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Current Knowledge

The last “complication” is the fact that very little is known about contaminants in the
nearshore area of Lake Ontario.

The primary monitoring programs I have mentioned were developed with a focus on 
contaminants WITHIN the Niagara River and are therefore not well suited to address this 
kind of issue.

The MOE and New York DEC have both done some work on their respective sides of the 
border and there are a few studies in academia; however, almost everyone I’ve spoken with 
has said the same thing:

“What an interesting question...”

Bearing all these “complexities” in mind, I would like to just quickly show you how our existing
data might shed SOME light on this topic.
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17
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NOTL
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L. Er ie

L. Ontar io

What I am going to do is compare Upstream/Downstream data from Fort Erie and Niagara 
On The Lake (animation) with data collected by the Open Lakes Surveillance Program at 
stations 13, 17, and 22 (animation).  These are not “nearshore” stations per se but they are 
probably the closest approximation we will get near the mouth of the Niagara River from the 
Open Lakes Program.

Now, because the Open Lakes program ONLY looks at dissolved phase concentrations, my 
comparisons will focus on dissolved phase values from the Upstream/Downstream program.

For the scientists here, I should also point out that the Niagara River data I’m using here are 
Annual Mean values from April, 2004 to March, 2005 sample while the Open Lakes data is 
taken from the 2005 spring cruise – perhaps not exactly “apples to apples” but certainly close 
enough to give you a good impression of how the two compare.
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Hexachlorobenzene (ng/L)

0.019

0.018
0.028

0.011

0.017

0.028

0.012

In the case of Hexachlorobenzene, we can clearly see the increased concentration 
downstream in the Niagara River...again, suggesting localized sources of 
Hexachlorobenzene coming into the river...

and we have somewhat similar values at the Open Lakes stations in Lake Ontario – perhaps 
a little higher at Station 22 which makes some sense given that it is directly downstream in 
that generalized counterclockwise circulation pattern.

Just for reference, you can see how the so-called “nearshore” values compare to the 
Lakewide averages for the Surveillance Program in Lake Ontario and the Easter Basin of 
Lake Erie...with nearshore values in Lake Ontario appearing slightly higher than the mean of 
0.017 ng/L
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Metolachlor (ng/L)

9.29

8.56
13.30

18.6

9.57

15.81

14.76

If we take a look at another compound such as the herbicide Metolachlor we see a similar 
pattern.

As I mentioned, the Niagara River concentrations of this compound are only found in the 
dissolved phase and like Hexachlorobenzene, the nearby surveillance stations seem to 
exhibit this pattern of higher concentrations immediately east of the outlet and also 
SLIGHTLY elevated in comparison to the lakewide average.
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Dieldrin (ng/L)

0.110

0.084
0.084

0.085

0.103

0.103

0.091

Looking at Dieldrin we see something slightly different.

In this case, the upstream/downstream values in the Niagara River are virtually the same –
much like I showed earlier in the long term trend graph.

Likewise, the values for the adjacent Surveillance stations are quite similar to both the 
Niagara River concentrations AND the open lake averages.

In essence, the values are practically the same and what we are seeing is more of an effect 
from the relatively homogenous distribution of Dieldrin throughout the Great Lakes basin 
rather than site specific inputs from the Niagara River or any of the other major tributaries.
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Dieldrin (ng/g)

1.490

1.599

The same is true if we shift our attention to the particulate phase.

In this case we are looking at Niagara River “particulate phase” Dieldrin data in relation to 
Lake Ontario bottom sediments collected by Dr. Chris Marvin at Environment Canada.

Again, the sample dates don’t completely match up...in fact, Chris’ samples were taken in 
1998; however, based on depositional rates and the vertical depth of sample taken, we are 
confident that the values presented here are indeed comparable to our 2004-2005 data.

This slide show’s Chris’ bottom sediment data classified according to various “effect levels”.  
As you can see, most of the values are below the Lowest Effect Levels with the higher 
concentrations found in those offshore depositional zones – primarily the Mississauga 
(animation) and Rochester (animation) Basins.

Looking at the 2004-05 suspended sediment concentrations for (animation) Dieldrin in the 
Niagara River, both Fort Erie and Niagara On The Lake are in the 1.5 ng/g range...which 
would put them in the first class (animation) – again, basically the same as the majority of 
Lake Ontario samples.
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Benzo(a)pyrene (ng/g)

425.8

320.9

Unfortunately, the sample distribution for Benzo(a)pyrene – a compound we find almost 
exclusively in the particulate phase of our Niagara River samples - is not quite as dense as 
they were for Dieldrin; however, I think that you can still see the tendency toward higher 
concentrations in the off-shore depositional areas...(animation) the Mississauga Basin, 
(animation) The Rochester Basin, and, in particular, (animation) the Niagara Basin.

If we overlay the Niagara River concentrations (animation) we see that familiar increased 
concentration downstream at Niagara On The Lake and, (slide)
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Benzo(a)pyrene (ng/g)

when classified using the same “effects level” scheme applied to the bottom sediments, Fort 
Erie falls below the Lowest Effect Level and Niagara On The Lake a little higher but still 
below the Probable effect level.

So, I hope that gives you SOME indication of the potential influence and, perhaps more 
importantly, of the complexities involved in examining this issue.

What I would like to do now is just summarize things with a few conclusions.
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•• Niagara River is the primary source of water and a significant Niagara River is the primary source of water and a significant 
source of fine grain sediment for Lake Ontariosource of fine grain sediment for Lake Ontario

•• Niagara River has been significantly impacted by Niagara River has been significantly impacted by 
contaminantscontaminants

•• Contamination levels in the Niagara River have been reduced Contamination levels in the Niagara River have been reduced 
over the past two decadesover the past two decades

•• There is insufficient data to establish a firm influence of the There is insufficient data to establish a firm influence of the 
Niagara River on nearshore contaminant levelsNiagara River on nearshore contaminant levels

•• Dissolved phase contaminants appear to show higher Dissolved phase contaminants appear to show higher 
concentrations in the nearshore zoneconcentrations in the nearshore zone

•• Evidence suggests majority of sediment bound contaminants Evidence suggests majority of sediment bound contaminants 
are found in offshore depositional areasare found in offshore depositional areas

Conclusions

Again, the Niagara River is THE primary source of water and a significant source of sediment 
for Lake Ontario

Unfortunately, much of this source has been tainted by contaminants which have impacted 
the Niagara River for decades

In addition, while remediation efforts have resulted in a significant reduction in contamination 
levels, it appears that the downward trends for many compounds are now leveling off.

At this time, there is a lack of scientific evidence that makes it difficult to establish a firm 
understanding of the influence of the Niagara River on NEARSHORE contaminants in Lake 
Ontario; however...

Having said that, what evidence we DO have seems to suggest that some dissolved phase 
contaminants may exhibit higher concentrations in the nearshore zone while the higher 
concentrations of sediment bound contaminants tend to be found in offshore depositional 
areas.
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Future Directions

•• More analysis with existing data sourcesMore analysis with existing data sources

•• Nearshore monitoringNearshore monitoring

•• Current suite of compoundsCurrent suite of compounds

•• New & emerging compoundsNew & emerging compounds

•• Future of the NRTMPFuture of the NRTMP

So where does that leave us?

Well, if we really want to determine the influence of the Niagara River on nearshore 
contaminants in Lake Ontario...we can start by taking a closer look at the existing data - as 
you have seen, a twenty minute presentation has barely allowed me to scratch the surface

BUT we must bear in mind that the primary data sources I’ve been talking about today were 
not developed with this type of question in mind; therefore, a more specific “nearshore 
contaminant” program would be required to address this issue.

In the meantime, the current Niagara River Monitoring programs are at a bit of a crossroads 
themselves.

With many of the compounds undergoing such a significant reduction over the past 20 years, 
the question has been raised as to whether or not we need to continue monitoring these 
compounds as intensely as we do now and, for some, whether we need to monitor them at 
all.

At the same time, there are a growing number of so called “new and emerging compounds”
that beg the question “should these compounds be added to our current suite”?

These are the kinds of questions that the Niagara River Secretariat is considering.  In fact, 
they have been asked to prepare an “options paper” with recommendations on the future of 
the NRTMP.

If you would like to hear more about this paper and provide some input to the Secretariat, we 
ask that you join us in the Niagara River breakout session this afternoon.
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On that note, I would like to thank you for your attention.

And, before I finish, I just want to quickly acknowledge the fantastic organizations and 
individuals who not only helped me put this presentation together but, more importantly, who 
ensure that water quality monitoring on the Niagara River is as scientifically sound, effective, 
efficient, and meaningful as possible.

Thank you very much.


